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When the organizers of this wakshop asked me to ~ve an overview of the physics

opportunities at a new low energy pp-facility. I was reluctant. As anyone who has followed low

energy pp-physics knows, it has a long and often sad history. Experimenters and theaists aJike

have spent much of their time following false leads. and significant ciscoveries have been r.e.

I have not waked in the field fa" nearly a decade and was not eager to begin again. I ageed to

taU, with the understandng that I was indined to be skeptical of the potential of a new pp-facility,

but would do my homewat and report my conclusions nevertheless.

The aganizers must have been confident that the physics would speak. fa" itself: fa in the

end I am convinced that there ii exciting physics to be done at a dedicated pp-facility with high

luminosity. a high quafity beam and center of mass energy from ttY'eshold up to about 4 mTeV.

[1mTeV • 1GeV seems a natll'aI Fermilab unit.] The pu-pose of this talk. then. is to lead the

reader throu~ the same arguments which convinced me of the physics potential of this

machine. I wiJl only dscuss physics issues and igncre knotty questions lik.e whether some or aU

of this progam can be carried out at existing machines. Almost nothing in this talk is my 0Nn

Invention. instead it is moce of a llbook report" gleaned from many sources and I apologize at the

outset if I have neglected to ~ve aeclt for aiginal wert which I learned about from seconda'y

SOlf'ces.

Anyone trying to evaluate the physics potential at a new facility must make clear what he

considers impatant physics. especially at the present time: theoretical pride physics is in a

state of turmoil, its tracitional values being swept aside by "string fever-, and exp«imental

particle physics ;s plagued by budgetary constraints which force us to sautinize new initiatives

more closely than ever before. At the same time, the nucle.. physics community has become

interested in ~obIems tradtionally associated with partide physics and is building machines

(CEBAF. RHIC) fa which QCD and the physics of hactons are (l"inciple objectives. Personally, I

befieve there we two ~eat ~obIems confronting high energy physecs:

• What are the Q"igns of the standard model? What are the a"i~ns of weak symmetry

breakdown. of quark and lepton masses and mixing angles? Why is CP violated?

Why ~e the gauge g'oups SU(3)lt.SU(2).><.U(1) chosen by nature? Theocists have been

trying without success to answer these well-defined questions fa mCX'e than a decade.
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• What .., the dYnamics of confinement in gauge theaJes? Hacronic phenomena at

milli-reV energies ..e rich but surrxisingly simple. The spectrum follows from the most

naive qucrt modefs. An effective Lag-angian obtained by' adding confinement and

dynamicaJ chral symmetry tJ'ealcing by hand to the fundamental QeD Lag-angian

(some kind 01 bag model) does a good qualitative job of desaibing haaonic

phenomena. But how does one go beyond naive models? Where, for example, are

the extra (gluonic or relativistic) degees of freedom expected in QeD? How is the

relativistic bound state to be desaibed?

Exp81mental input IS desperately needed to make progess on either of these questions.

Perhaps superstrings and supercomputers will provide the answers to these questions, but I

doubt it Instead, I expect Naue has StJ"PI'ises in store for us which will only be revealled by

experiment.

There seem to me to be three troad ways in which a fi'st rate ~p-facility can shed light on

these issues. Let me list them-they form an outline fa' the rest of my tallc-

• Tests of disaete symme1ries: CP, CPT, T. AS·~Q. These (CP and T in pa1icular)

probe the standa"d model where we least understand it.

• Heavy qJa"k aeD: It should be possible to ciscover at least three previously unknown

nSTOW states of chCl'monium. to measure precisely the widths of aU narrow cc-states

and to utyavet the helicity structure of the p~ charmonium vertex for all narrow

charmonium states. providng a geat deal of new data on QeD where we are welf

prepared to make use of it.

• Voodoo aeDl1): By means of precise, high statistics measurements of exclusive final

states observed in pp-annihilation at rest and in flight it may be possible to

• observe CP-exotic mesons

• si~ificantly daify the glueball spectrum

• sat out meson spee1roscopy in the 1-2 mTeV region

• produce and study the (broad, overlapping) resonances expected in the NN-channel.

Many of the traditional issues In ~p-phY8lcs we missing from this short list. Some.e

interesting in themselves but have no di'ect bearing on the two problems I mentioned at the

outset other seem to me to be raised in unreliable physical models a concerned with
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phenomena which don~ appetI" to exist In Naue. Among these ..e: the se..ch fer nSTOW

ba"yon-antibs'yon bound states ex resonances above ttYeshoid (Mt.yonium-); the study of

"annihilation mechanisms·, ego 3po. qust reSTangement. etc.; the attempt to obtain shcrt and

intermediate range NN-interactions from NN-interaction models; the attempt to aeate and study

a quarK-gluon plasma by annihilating pes within a nucleus. Most of these topics ..e discussed

elsewhere in these proceedngs. I've omItted p-atoms and the study of trapped and bottled

antiJX'otons because , am unfamili.. with them and am unable to judge ther physics potentia'.

I.Teats of Discret' Symmt1ri..

New andla' mere p"ecise tests of CP-, CPT-. and T-invtrianee and of the AS-AQ rule will

be possible at a dedicated low energy pp-facility. Violation of CP-invariance in the neu1ral kaon

system has been known since 1964.121 At ~esent all CP-violation in the neutral kaon system is

conststant with a SIngle. "superweak- mixing pwameter £.[3] Present data on ~~ 2n ..e

consistant with CPT-tnmance within two standii'd deviations.ttl This is by f.. the most

sensitive test of CPT invariance and the existance of a cisaepancy is somewhat dstlrbing.

Regarcless of whether a' not CPT is a good symme1ry, the observed violation of CP-inv8'iance

in ~- 2n. together with unitarity. requres T-inv.janee violation in the neu1ral kaan system.IS)

There is no known evidence fa' failll'e of the ~S.Aa rule.

Most of the proposed tests of c.isaete symme1ries in pp-interactions merely use

jSp-annihilatlOl'l as a ps1iculs1y cleen SOlI"ce of neutral kaons. I will limit myself to these. The

very interesting possibility that CP-violation could be observed in p-ocesses like I5P-+M a'

pp-EE has been raised by Don~ue at this workshop.(8) The basic idea fer JX'ecise studies of

the neutral kaon system in pp-annihilation is due to Gabathuler and Paviopoul08.l7J They

propose to look at pp--. K+n-Ko and j5~K-n+J(° at rest. Each accounts fer about 0.2% of

pp-annihilations at rest. The 1riek is to 1Jigger on Ksn-l= and thereby reconstruct the prodJet1on

vertex, foll' momentum and strangeness of the produced neutral kaon. Subsequent observation

of 2n, 3n , n+g -v or n-g +v decays as functions of proper time along the neuval kaon traiectory
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tests disaete symmetnes. The advantages of this approach over traditional regeneration

experiments are that the neutral kaon strangeness is known at production and the systematics

Cl'e totally different: there is no neutron backgound and the experiment is perfamed in the

pp-center of mass with 4n geometry. Specific tests which have been proposed are:

Measurement of CP-viotation parameters and a test of CPT-invariance in Kl - 2n13l

This is a well known and exhaustively studied system. All CP- a CPT-violating effects are

determined by the famous parameters f and fl. In the limit of CPT-inva'iance £ measures

CP-vlotation in' the KOlKo mass matrix and r' measures CP-vlolatlon In the

~(CP=-1) --. nn(CP=+1) amplitude. Whether a not CPT is violated, rand r are related to the

measured parameters fl. _ and f100 by

At the moment only f. is known to be non-zero-Irl :: 2.3;.10-3. The best values for '100 and f1._

(l"e(8]

5

1'1.-' = 2.274±O.022 v 10-3

11100 I= 2.33±O.08.~~ 10-3

-

If CPT Invariance IS assumed, then the phases of both £ and £' are determlned:13.4]

_,2(m - m )
arg£=tan l s =43.74"±O.14

. rs-rL

arg £'= S2- So+ nI2 = 44.7 ±4.6·

(So and S2 are the s-wave nn phase shifts at ..,'s := mK for I := 0 and 2 respectively.) Since 1£'/fl ;s

~nown to be very small. one expects 000- Q>. _ to be very small. Instead. the most accurate
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standa'd deviations from zero. A mere ~ecise meaSlrement of tboo is necessary to put to rest

this appa-ent violation of CPT inv.-iance.

If CPT IS assumed. then the phases of (' and r' ..e practically equal and

111 (
IDt'J=i{1-~J

Ill+.t

Two recent experiments have placed rather s1ringent ~mits on 1£'/£1 (assuming CPT):

1~/r, = 1.7±7.2±4.3)(10·3 (10]

Jr'lrl = -4.6±5.3±2.4x10.3 [11]

These limits ..e dose to the lower bounds on 1£"£1 in the standwd modef.12)

By measuing the rates fer KOJKo~ n+n- and KOiKo- nOnoas functions of proper time along

the path of the neu1rallcaoo, one meastres '1. _ and 1100, In ther LEAR proposaJ.l12] Adiels ~ al.

estimate an overall improvement in the meaSll'ements of both Ir"t1 and IG+ _- ~I of a faetCK" of

~2.5 [See Table II with a sample of 1013 f)-annihilations at rest. By the time this experiment is

completed, compCl"able sensitivity will have been achieved with tradtional methods,

neverthetess, it is encOlf'aging that the trst look at CP and CPT-violation in K-..,. 2n at a

pp-facility expects to StJ'l)aSS the limits now achievable with 1racitional means.

Direct Tests of CPT (13114)

The equality of the K+ and K- lifetimes

It· - Y-I < 1.5 >~ 10-3 (present limit)
It+ + t-'

tests CPT. Measurements on KL- 2n and theoretical arguments using unitari1y (Beil-

Steinberger relationl1sJ ) allow one to bound the KOlKomass cifference:113]

1M - Mf ,,-2
IM

l
- Msi < 2.6 "'. 10 (present Iimit)
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at the level of two stands'd deviations. Proposals to LEAA would improve both these limits by

""1 crder of magtitude (see Table I).

7

-
Direct observation of T-tnvCliance violation (13,14,161

If CPT is una-oken then the observed CP-violation in the neu1ral !caon system implies ..."

viofation of time reversal inva-iance. Even if CPT is violated, the observed CP-violation in -
~~ 2n, combined with unit.-ny, requres T-invfI"iance violation in the kaon system. A very

pretty way to observe T-violation ctrectly was pointed out by Kabi'f1e] and proposed at LEAR by -'

Tanner and coilaba'ators.l13•14J The idea is to compare the rate fa" KO~Ko with KO~Ko by -

The argument relies on (and tests) the ~S=~Q rule which fabids KO~n·e-v. and KO~n-e+v •.

Thus the observation of sequence [A] enues that a produced KO has oscillated to KO, while [B]

ensures that a produced KO has oscillated to KG. Different rates for [A] and [B] is a di'ect

measu"e of T-violation. If CPT and ~S-~Q 5'8 valid, then the known CP-violation in the neu1ral

kaon system predets the rates for [A] and [B) to affer at a level of 6.5x10-3 independent of

p-oper time. CPT-violation in the K°Ji(° mass matrix would lead to deviations from this value. A

violation of AS-AQ would result in a difference in rates vsying in a characteristic way w'th

proper time. The expected signal is shown in Fig. 1.114]

S1rietJy speaking this experiment should be regarded as a test of CPT and the AS-AQ rule.

Even if these are not violated. however, it would J:rovide a very elegant direct confrmation of

the T-violation in the neutral kaon system.

comparing the reaction chains:
- - + 0
pp- K n K

Li<0
L + Rev•

[A]

(B]

-

-
-
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Table I

Proposed tnts of discrete symmetri..

P.ame1er Violates Present value Proposed limit Ref.

IT+- t_VtT.+ tJ CPT <1.5xl0-J <1.5~~10-" 14

1M - MVI~- Msi CPT <2.6,'0:,1 0-2 <2.6)(10-3 14

(boo - ~+_ CPT· 12.6·±6.Z 191 Z 12

I(It1 CP 1.7±7.2±4.3x1 0-3\10] 2)(10-3 12- -4.6±5.4±2.4x10-31111

Ill+-J2 CP <1.2xl0-1181 6x10-.... 12

lllooof CP <10-1(8) axl0-+- 12

- Rex ~S·uQ <2x10-2 6x10-4 12

Imx ~S·~Q <2.6x10-2 7xl0-4 12

.- K+e+!K-e- T,CPT Q" !lS·~Q* 10-3 14

*see text
~

**It is unclear from Ref. 12 whether this limit appfies to 1111 Q" 11112.

-.

-

-

Measwement of CP VtolatJon in Ks~ 3n 121

By meaSll"ing the rate fa KOlKo.... n+n-noand 3no as functions of proper time along the path

of the neutral kaon it will be possible to obtain acctJ'ate meanements of the CP-violation

parameters in Ks~ 3n. The sensitivity anticipated by Adels t1 11...112) is summarized in Table I.

The improvements appear siglificant, but to understand the Impa1ance of these meaSll'ements

we will have to review the way CP-violation manifests itself in Ks~ 3n.l17] We label the pions no'

"1' and "2. wh•• "1 and "2 •• ch.ged in the n+n~no mode. The decay amplitudes fa the

CP-etgenstates K,(CP-+1) and ~(CP"'1) can be decomposed acccrding to the isospin of the

3n-system:
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. 0 3 1 16,
M(Ka~·n,1t2·nO)· ellAa(E,-E2)(E2-Eo)(Eo-E,)IM + Aae +

1 Ili~ 2 Ili., 3 ~'t
Bae (Eo-Q/3)IM + iA(te ·(E,-E2)1M + Aae 01]

where a-1 or 2 for K1 or ~f a-Eo+E, +E2 and the supersaipts on the amplitudes AI and Bf

denote the isosptn of the three pion system. With the exception of the I • 1 amplitude. only the

frst term in an expansion in the-pion ener9es has been kept. The P, C and CP properties of the

amplitudes A' and 8' and facts relating to ther role in K...... 3n ..e summaized in Table II. Fex

compClison. the ~operties of the analogous amplitudes in K~2n are summarized in Table III.

Table II

Prop«ties of K-t 3. Amplitudes

3n quantum K,~3n ~...... 3n
numbers conserves conserves

Amplitude P C CP P C CP P C CP nOnono ~I

AO + l ../ .; .j x x NO 1/2
A1 + I

X X
I I , .YES 1/2,3/2v v: y y

8' + v .X x .; .; v YES 1/2.3/2
A2 + ..; .; ..; .; x x NO 3/2,512
A3 + .; X x / .j x YES 5/2.7//2

Table III

Propertie. of K~ 2x Amplitude.

9

-

2n quantum K1-2n ~~2n

numbers conserves conserves
Amplitude P C CP P C CP P C CP

Ao + + ... x x " )( J x

~ + ... + x x .; )( " X

YES 1/2

YES 3/2 5/2
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The parameters me8Sll'ed in K-+ 3n are defined in analogy to those meaared in K~ 2n:

o • - 0
Ks.... 3n Ks-+ n 1t n

T1 = '1 • ----Ie _

000 0 .-0 + - 0
KL-3n KL- nn n

From Table II it is de. that the decay Kf -;3n° violates CPo In contrast. the decay ~~n·n-no

conserves CP in 1::1: 0 and 1::1: 2. The CP-violating K,~n·n-no (I -1 and I • 3) amplitudes can be

isolated by symmetnzing in E......... E..... If we assume that there ..e no ~I ~ 5/2 terms in the weak

Hamiltonian then the I • 3 final state can be ign«ed, leaving all CP-violation in 3no and n·n-no

the I ::II: 1 amplitude. Since ttYee pions can couple to I • 1 in several cifferent ways, 11000 and

11.-0a-e independent. 11000 is a symmetric function of the pion energies so

'looo - Tl~ + O(~)

The CP-violating pwt of 11._ 0 is symmetric in E•• ~E.... so

'1+ _0 - Tl~_ 0 + Tl~_ 0 (Eo- 013) + O(~)

So ttTee constants extracted from the Dalitz plot contain all the information on CP-violation in

the Ks- 3n decay (to O(E2) and iglaing ~I ~ 512). The physical Ks is a linear superposition of

K, and~: Ks - K, + d<2' so CP-violation In '1000 and '1.- 0 can wise eith« from the amall admix

t\re of~ in Ks (J' from ci'ect Cp-violation in the K1 decay amplitude.

Theoretical Expectations I2J

What do theaists expect to lesn from these experiments? and given the expectations of

Tabte I how impatant is it that the experiments be done?

*** K- 2n: Even marginal improvements in the ctJTent limits on IeIq .e interesting. so is the

hope of dearing up the confusion over C)OO- ~+_. The fact that a frst generation K-.. 2n

experiment is competitive with the best using standard methods is quite encOtl'aging.

-

-
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-
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CfI.: It is cifficult to construct a reasonable framework fa'relativistlc <J,Iantum mechanics in

which CPT is not automatic. It follows from Lorentz invCliance in any locaJ field theay. If it

Wfre violated, it would be eX1raa-cinwily impa1ant.

I: CP-vi~ation r~res T-violation at a precicted ~evel, It would be nice to v8ify it

explicitly. The experiment is a dassie, but it is not "new",

CP=vloIation in K-43n: Maj<r im(J"ovements in the limits on 11000 and 11.-0 Cl"e possible.

However, it is likely that little will be le.-ned from these ~eatty improved meaSll'ements.

To see why, we must consider the predctions fa' 11000 and 11.-0 in mous models:

• Superweak: If the only CP-violation is in the kaan mass ma1rix Tlooo • Tl...o• E.

• Standwd model (8 18 Kobayashi-Maikawa): There is only one CP-violating phase in

the fermion mass ma1rix, It can be taken as the relative phase of the 18} and t27}

pieces of Hw- PeAC together with an analysis of final state interactions ~ves the

CP-violating amplitudes in Ks~ 3n in terms of C,118] so

11000 • r -+ O«()

11._0 • r + O«(),

and the deVIation from the superweak result will be too small to detect With the

anticipated sensitivity. The same rem.-Its apply to models with Higgs generated

CP-vioiation. 12J

• New physics: It is de.. from Table III that CP-violation in KL~2n comes entiely from

P-odd op8"8tcn. In Ks~ 3n it comes from P-even, C-odd operatcrs. Thus, models with

new, C- and CP-volating, but P-conserving interactions can be constrained (a

dscovered) by bouncing (<< detecting) deviations from the superweak predictions fer

11000 and 11. _0.12]

AS-AQ: Violation of this rule is not expected above the level of 10-
'
• in the stands'd

model. I know of no int.esting models with ~S;l:~Q a1 the level of sensitivity of these

experiments.
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The best summs-y of the tests of <isaete symme1ries available at a new pp-facility is

probably the ~oiected limits gven in Table I taken from the latest LEAR proposals.

II. A New Ere in Cbwmonium Spee1rOlCOJIY

To ciscuss the potential of a decicated pp-facility fa ch..monium physics it is convenient

to assume some definite machine parameters. In the following I have chosen

L • 10n cm-2 sec-1

ECM > 4mTeV

~p as small as ::; ~1 0-5 (J' as I_ge as 10-3..

With these parameters a very rich Jrcqam in ch..monium physics wdl be accessible,11W3] The

hope fa bottomonium physics is much mere remote. If the achievable machine pwameters are

afferent, then of COlI'se, the physics potential must be scaled up (J' down accordingly. With this

machine it would be possible to:

• Discover tIT" previously ynknown narrOW states: 1P1 (Jpc -1+-), 302 (Jpc - 2""-),1°2

(JPC .Z-+) and confirm the weak 1'1c·'

• ACCllatefy meaSll'e total widths fa: all nmow ct-states: Except fa" the 3S 1-states.

these Cl'e not well known at J:resent. The widths can perhaps be meaued as well as

-70 KeV.

• MeaNe hetici1Y amplitudes in PfrR'oduetion: There S'e several helicity ampUtudes fa

aeating each charmonium state (except J-o). These can be sepeI'ated by studying

decay angul. ciSlributions. The amplitudes may contain infamation about chral

symmetry violation in QCD.

• Unravel myltipofes: Radative decays of cc-states often allow competing multipoles.

Fa example ~+-1-- via Ml E2 or M3 (etc.) Once again, decay angular distributions

allow these to be separated.

The physics motivation to per1am these meastl'ements is quite compelling. The masses

of the 1P1 t 302 and 102 states are sensitive to spin. spin-orbit, tensor and relativistic terms in the

charmonlum potential. There is still considerable uncertainty about the nature of these terms.

-
-

-

-
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The total widths of nSTOW charmonium states we dominated by cC-annihiiation into two c:r ttYee

gluons. They we "JJ'edcted" in QeD in terms of the running coupting CXc(M2) and the

wavefunction at the ai9n (ex its derivatives). The pp-couplings to specific ch.monium states

probe QeD at a mass scale -3--4 mTeV, where most meaSll'es of chiral symmetry breaking in

QCD, with the exception of the p"0ton mass, ..e small:

(UU)1:3« M
, JI.

mu.d« MJ/•

It is tempting to iglae the proton mass and argue that chiraJ symmetry is effectively restored at

these ener~es, so that only chrally invariant couplings between pp and cha"monium states

should be allowed.l24] Thus. for example, the 11c: should decouple from pp (just as the Higgs

decouples from massless fermions), and the J/, coupling should be pc.re Dirac, ie. PyPp'Ii' with

no p(Jllv~,,l term.l24) In fad these predictions do not seem to work vtry wefl. Fcx example, the

coupling of the 1lc to pp is comp.-able to the J/, to pp. It would be very interesting to find a way

to estimate the relative magnitude of chi'al symmetry violating and preserving terms.

The POSSibility of doing siglificant charmonium physics at a pp-facility relies on the

excellent momentum resolution of cooled p-beams, which can be used to enhance the signal

compared to backg-ound on resonance. This makes it POSSible to meaNe chwmonium widths

drectly by scanning over the beam energy. Of COlrse, it also relies on the fact that nerrow

cha-monium sta1es can be p-ociJced with aweciable aoss sections (-tU-ns) without

restJctjon to J'C-1-. Most impcrtant. the siglificant branching ratio of nerrow cha-monium

states to JI,+X provides an excellent signatlre (via J/.......e+e-) which can be used to distinguish

charmonium prO<iJction from the huge badcg-ound of ordincr'y hacronic processes at a high

luminosity pp-facility. Specific examples of the reaction chains leaang to dear sigl8Ues are

given in Table IV.

This sounds like an ambitious prog-am. How can we be SlI'e that it will work? Fortunatefy,

precisely this technique was used in the last experiment performed at the ISR-lSR R704l2S1-to
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JJ"oduce the J/,.llc. X, and X2 states. There is even· some evidence that the 1p, was aJso seen

in R704. The X, and '1..2 excitation ClIVes me8Sll'ed in ISR R704 are shown in Fig. 2 along with

the sort of data the auth(J's of Ref (25] hope to obtain in from a decicated pp-facility.

Table IV

Signatures for Some Ch..monium Stat..

-, 0 +. 0
pp - 02 - Jlt¥ + P - (e e ] + p

It is worth plrsuing this flI1her in (J'der to see if the machine assumed at the outset actuaUy

has the sensitivity to ascover new states and meaSll'e ther lX"operties in detail. Let me

consider three scenmios:

• Search: Look for a state of width -1 MeV by taking 100 steps over an interval of

100 MeV in a month. To obtain 10 events in the chain:

pp....xJ~v

where Y is observed (with a theorist's efficiency of 100%). we requre:

(2J+1 )·BR[XJ.... i5Pj·BR(XJ.... Yj > 7.3x10·g

if the luminosity is 1()l2.

• NortsPecific seCl'eb: If a particle (XJ) decays to the J/,. it is not necessay to know the

specific decay model'9,25]. Instead one can trigger on the indusive production of e+e-

pars at the J/, in

-

-

-
-
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...
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A new state appears as a peak in the J" indusive ~odJction as a function of the pp

center of mass energy. With the same sea-ch strategy as the fi'51 scenario we require:

(2J+1).BR(XJ~pp].BR[XJ-+J/,+ ...] > 10-7

• Bang-up job: Once a state is discovered. meaue its width, study decay angular

carelationsl etc. Assuming this requires -1OS events per month in the decay chain:

we require:

-
(2J+1)eBR[XJ4 pp]eBR[XJ~ Y] > 7.3x1 0-7

To get a feeling fa- the potential of this physics let me summsize how the known prides fare.

The data-as best I can determine-are summarized in Table V.

Table V

Production of Known Ch.monium State. in pP

Pride v

yy

J" + y-+ [e+e-] + y

JIf + Y-+ [e+e-] + y

3 -12.2::<10-3] -[7.4x10-2] a 4.9x1 0-"
4.3±3.6x10-7 (2t]

5 - [4 -10 X10-S'19.27] • [1.2x10-2]. 2.4- 6x10-6

3 e [5x10-S'19] • [1.7x1 0-2] :I 3.1 x1 0-6

From Table V it is dear that all these partides could be ciscovered at the envisioned machine

and all except perhaps the 11c could be studied in depth.

The branching ratio to pp exceeds -5x10-s fa" all k.nown ce-states. If we assume the same

is true fa the as yet unknown states-1p,. 302' and 102-then the non-specific se.-ch fa these

states will succeed if

(2J+1).BR[XJ..... J/'+...] > 2><10-3.

- With this alterton in mind let me rev1ew the ttTee newt narrow states which might be aeated at a
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dedcated pp-facility and, in particul., their ~ys to J/,:

• 'P,(JPC.1+-)-this;s the fi'st orbital excitation of the lle' the ch.monium analog of

the B-meson. This state IS not made in ,. raaative decays because of its (negative)

charge ptyity. Fa the same reason, it does not decay to J/,+y. In r:rinciple it can decay

to J/,+nn, but the Q-vaJue for this decay;s probably small and the two pions must be in

p-wave refatlve to the J". Perhaps the dominant decay leading to a J/, is the Isosp,n

violating decay, 'P,-- J,,+ nO, which is s-wave and has plenty of phase space. In this

context it is well to remember that the (similar) isospln viotating decay e»- fino has an

8.7% tx'anchlng ratio. As far as I know, this decay of the 1P1 has never been estimated.

• 1D2(JPc:'2-+)-this is the second atital excitation of the l'lc' Although m~s

predict it to lie above 2M(D), this decay is fatidden (by pa1ty). Instead its lowest open

cha-m decay threshold is DO*, and its mass is betow M(O)+MCO*) in

most m~s. Thus it IS expected to be naTow. It can decay to J/'+YM1' but the decay

requres aL=:2 and is therefae probably suwessed. Once again. the dominant decay

to the J/, is Il"obably isospin symmetry violating, 102--9 J/,+po, which is s-wave and

has considerable phase space: M(O)+M(D*)-M(J/,):= ns MeV.

• 3D2(JPC.2--)-this may be narow fa" the same reason as the 102' Because it is a spin

1riplet, its radative cascades to the J/, Cl'e likely to be impa1ant. It can decay to a

x-state by an allowed electric dipofe 1ransition. so the 3D2~ J/'+Ye1 +YE1 branch is likely

to be ICI'ge. The 302 can also decay di'ectly to J/,+no violating isospin symmetry.

In all three cases it seems that the prospects are good for finding a large enough indusive

decay rate to the J/, to enabfe the state to be cjscovered in thiS manner. After they ..e found,

experience indicates it is only a matter of time and technique befa"e they are produced in large

numbers and stuc.ied in depth.

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
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III. Exploring Voodoo QeD

Over the years considerable "collective wisdom" has evolved about confinement dynamics

in QCD. There are few reliable quantitative calculations from first (:linciples, but a geat deal of

qualitative understanding nevertheless. The foundation of this picture is a mix of ideas d"awn

from sources such as SU(6), quark models. vector dominance, chiral dynamics. QeD sum rules,

bag models, parton modefs. duality, the aZI rule and so forth. So long as they are not taken too

quantitatively. these notions provide a very impatant and predictive gUide through the nch

phenomena of the strong interactions at low energies. For lack of a better term. I will refer to

these ideas collectively as "Voodoo aCO"{11, a name which reflects the mystery and power of the

collective wisdom but underestimates its intellectual aedentiaJs. To quote Bjorken-originally in

reference to the bag model-the subject has "gone from a model to a language without having

passed through the Intermediate stage of being a theory" .128]

There is much to learn about Voodoo QeD at a dedicated pp-facility. Most of the interest

lies in the meson spectrum in the region below NN-threshold [1-2 mTeV] and in the

NN-continuum not far above threshold. The meson spectrum below 2 mTeV has proved very

complex. It was initially explored in the heyday of stationary target physics. The prominant

resonances were identified relatively easily. but the Jess easily accessed channels remained

unexplored. The advent of e+e--coUiders and especially the study of J/,-radiative decays has

p-0Vlded an entrety different perspective on the probtem. Eventually the process 'rf.-j, mesons at

e+e- cotliders may contribute with the same impact It is likely that an equally different and rich

view of the meson spectrum from 1 to 2 mTeV will be provided by a pp-fadlity. The history of the

study of the NN-continuum is a sorry one. Those of us old enou~ to remember the bad old

days of "baryonium" in the 1970·s will not easily be persuaded that there is much to learn from

the study of NN-scattering in the 2-3 mTeV region. Nevertheless. I befieve there is a possible

r:x-ogam in that region also at a dedicated pp-faciJity.

The interest In the meson spectrum between 1 and 2 mTeV centers on the search for

gJuebalfs and other exotica predicted by Voodoo QeD but so far not definitively observed.

• glueballs: There are many estimates of the gluebaJl spectrum in QeD. Most, indeed

all that respect such prinCiples as Lorentz and guage invariance. share a common set

of ~edictions. 129] The lightest gluebaUs are expected to be a scalar [O++J. a tensor [2++],
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a pseudoscal.. [0-+] and a pseudotensor [2""+]. Mass estimates frequently piace inost

or allot these states below 2 mTeV. A 1-+-gluebaJl. which features prominanUy in some

models, is fJ'obabty not among the lightest. Estimates of widths and branching ratios

are utTeliabie. The masses and widths of the Q++ and 0-+ ~uebajfs are especially

uncertain because of thei" connection with anomalies in the energy momentum tensor

and the U(') axial ellTent in QeD. At fJ'e~t there are several intriguing glueball

cancidates. The 1(1440) seen in radative J/, decays-which may yet be the same as

the E(1420) seen in had"onic production-is a cancldate f(l" the pseudoscalar. The

8(1640) is a canadate f(l" the tensa. The G(1590) seen in decays into 1111 and Tl11' at

SerpukhoY PO] and the ~esonances seen at BrookhavenP1] are additional glueball

candidates.

• CP exotics: A non-relativistic quCl'k-antiquart system with spin S and orbital angul.

momentum L has pa-ity P =(-1 )L+1 and cha-ge pNity C • (_1)L+S. Thus it is fabidden

to have the quantum numbers cr-a 0"', 1-+,~, 3-+, ... There is no reason fa these

selection rules to hold in a relativistic theory: They requre instantaneous interactions

and a kinetic energy which can be separated into a relative and center-ot-mass

con1ribution. The selection rules are violated if the mesons contain additional degees

of freedom. ego qqg, (X by relativistic effects. It IS dfficul1 to distinguish the two In a

guage invariant way. Mesons made of qua-ks, antiquarks and (valence) glue have

attracted much interest in recent yea-so They 2I"e known variously as meiktons, hybrids

and hermaptr'odtes-httle else is known about them,l32] although estimates of ther

masses lie in the 1-2 mTeV region. One clear siglatlSe of such states would be

CP-exotics with non-1rivial flavor quantum numbers.

• multigytrk states: There is a rich spectrum of q2q2_"states" above 1 mTeV strongly

coupled to the meson-meson continuum. Rosner (and others)1331 pointed out many

yea-s ago that q2q2_"states" above the NN-threshold should be manifest as prominant.

but relatively tl'oad and overlapping resonances in NN-scattering. This straightfawa-d

consequence of <1iaJity got lost in all the hysteria about possible narrOW multiquark

resonances ("ba'yonium"). The q2q2_"states" below NN-threshold are in general likely

to be troader stilI, since it is h.-d to envision any bwner at alf preventing them from

....

-
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falling 8p81 into a"cinwy mesons. If. howev.. they couple dominantly to channefs

which ..e dosed a" nfNl1y closed, then they may be less tx"oad. Fa" example, a

q2q2-l state" coupled strongly to pp and CaXa) may be rather nSTOW if its mass is betow

1.5 mTeV.

The pp-channel has several advantages in the study of the meson continuum in the 1-2

mTeV region. First, the threshold is Immersed in the meson continuum, so it can be studied from

annihilation at rest. which has many advantages (see beiow). Second, annihilation dominates

the aoss section until wetl above threshold. Thi'd, there is no "spectata"" nucleon as in

conventional ~ocesses likenN-- nnN. This makes the prial wave analysis considerably

simpter. Fou1h, the atomic physics of the annihilation process can be used to constrain the

~antum numbers of the NN-system. Fifth. it is easy to craw nat\J'aHooking quark line diag-ams

leading to v..ious exotic final states (see Fig. 3). If perhaps the pp~ ggg dag-am looks unlikely,

it is werth remembering that pp~ J/, proceeds via ggg-annihilation. and that Chanowitz has

made 8 strong case that the l(1440)-a glueball canddate-was wst observed in

pp-annihilation. 134]

The meson continuum appears to be dense with resonances in the 1-2 mTeV re9on. In

inclusive processes such as p~ nX interesting exotic states will likely be swamped by

backgound from well known. strongly coupled states like f, ~. 0,00, The same goes for

exclusive final states such as PIH nnn, with resonant con1ributions from many well k.nown

nn-states: P, (, f,g. ... To se.ch for exotica it is necesscry to k. This can be done in two

ways: Frst, the qJantum numbers of the initial state can be cons1rained by selecting

annihilations at rest from specific atomic configll'ations. Second, the ~antum numbers of the

final state can be restricted by studying specific. exclusive channels. prim..ily 3-body states in

annihilation at rest and 2-body states in annihilation in fli~t.

Annihilation at rest OCClf'S primllily from atomic s- «p-states. The pp-atom stll1s in a

quasiclassical abit and cascades toward the g'ound state. The annihilation amplitude is so

large that the annihilation width of the 2p-Ievel is ~eater than its raciative width. Thus, in

Isotation (in fJ"actlce, In a gas at not very high presSll'e) the annihilation is frequently from the
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2p-state (55% at NTP).f35J The ASTERIX collaba'ation at LEARf36] has shown that it IS possible

to isoJate ~wave annihilation in gaseous ~ (>95% at NTP) by triggering on annihilation in

coincidence with the appropriate antiproton-atomic X-ray. In a liquid hyctogen target the

Stark.-effect due to ambiant fields generated by other hyctogen atoms mixes S'" and p-states

which enhances annihilation from the s-states. Thus annihilation at rest in liquid ~ is

dominantly s-wave (-100%, <1% p-wave).I36)

It is therefae possible to dial the quantum numbers of the initial state with considerable

reliability:

s-state: 'So (JPC.O-+.IG.O· or 1-). or

3S
1

(JPC.1--, (G-o- a 1+)

~state: 1Pl (1+-), or

3pJ (0++, 1++,2++)

The most interesting constraints I Know of come from the s-wave because the initial quantum

numbers are most limited.

The potential of combining annihilation from a specific initial state with the selection

provIded by looKing at a specific, exclusive final state is best illus1rated by a few exampjes:

• Example 1: pp- nOn°T) [at rest in Iiquid~] This final state cannot couple to 1--, so if

the annihilation IS from the s-wave of the pp-atom, the nOno" system must have quantum

numbers JPC.O-+. IG.O+ Q" 1-. The allowed quantum numbers fa- the meson pairs in the final

state a-e tabulated in Table VI. The Dalitz-plot for the nOna" system is shown schematically in

Fig. 4. The interest in the channel stems from the appearance of the CP-exotic 1-+ quantum

numbers. The Q~2 nn ex nTl isot.s, f. f', A,., etc. must be produced in a d-wave retative to the

third meson and a--e likely to be supP"essed. The 5(960) is naTOW and easily distinguished from

a (J)"esumably hi~er mass) 1-+-state. This leaves the nOnos-wave as the only impatant source

of backgound which might mask a 1-+-state. This channel generates a flat distribution over the

Dalitz-plot. which should be possible to distinguish from the variation characteristic of the 1-+

channel.

-
-

-
-
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Table VI

Two Meson States in (iiP)s-wave-+lI'.'1I-
Mesons JPCIG Angular momentum* Known States

nOll 0+"'- a·o S(960)
1-+1- g = 1 CP - exotic
2++1- g·2 ~(1320)

- 3-+1- g • 3 CP - exotic

nOno 0++0+ g.o C(700) , £(1300), ...- 2+1)+ Q=2 1(1270), 1'(1525), ...

*0 is the relative angulEl' momentum of the third meson with respect to the other two.

-
-

Of c<Use this experiment is not at easy as it may seem to a theorist: in particular, the

nOnDt1 final state is really a 6y-5tate. which will require a detectCl' with high quality photon

ldentifi·cation and very good electromagnetic energy resolution. One mi~t think that the n-n+11

channel would be easier to study experimentally. However this channel has a large

backgound from isobws in the (nn) 1-1 + channel, which is rich in resonancee-p.p· ...-which

are not flat aa-oss the Dalitz-pfot. Annihilation in a gas t.-get does not allow any new

backg'ound channels. Its cisadvantage seems to be that the signal (1-+1 +) will be diluted

because annihilation from most of the initial states yield only non-exotic spin pwity. FCI'

example. the back~ound channels tn and ~n can be produced with g.1 if the initial state is 1++

or ~+. This will be a dfficutt but perhaps rewarding experiment. One wonders whether

CP-exotics have resisted discovery all these years '..gely because of the obscurity of their

decay channels and the trouble of fincing them,

• Example 2: pp--o nOno~ [at rest In liquid] (p~ n~~ IS similar] In this case the system

can't couple to 0-+, so if the annihilation is from the &Wave of the pp-atom, the nOno$ system has
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quantum numbers .fC-1-, 16 -0- a 1+. IPn is an interesting channel. It has long been

advocated as a q2q2-channel since the quark content of a meson couphng strongly to ~ is

sS(qq)la1.137] The only meson known to decay to ~ is the intriguing state at 1490 MeV seen at

Serpukhov. 1381 The quantum numbers of the qm-system lX'oduced via PP-+ nOna(\) (at rest in

liquid] are given in Table VII:

-
-
-

Mesons

Table VII.I. states produced in (ISP)s-wave~ ,,'.. '.

Jpds Angular momentum* Known States

-

1+-1+ g·O -
0-1+ g • 1 CP - exotic
1--1 + g = 1 C(1490) 138]
Z--1+ g -= 1 -

-*D is the relative angular momentum of the thrd meson with respect to the other two.

The baclcg-ound to the interesting limo signal comes once again from the nOno-s-wave. Using

nOno Instead of n+n- avotds a pO~backgound. The lltchannej is an interesting glueball

channel with IG~- and JPe.1+-, 0-, 1--, 2""-, ...

More examples of interesting exclusive channets can be found in the "CrystaJ Barrel

~oposal to LEARf39t. where many channels are discussed. Looking at Ref. (39) one sees

several ambitious p-oposals to search fa CP-exotics in high multiplicity exclusive final states.

Fa example, they take up IsgLI' and Paton's suggestion(40) that CP-exotics may be found

decaytng into .on:

I DO ~L n

LnOn°"

so. in all, pp- n:tn+nonol1. which is actually two pions and six gammas. There are many

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
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-
non-exotic modes of pp-annihilation at rest which populate this final state, leadng to a fierce

combinatcric backgound: just consider the ordinCI'Y isobars which populate the same final

state, ego Wll. cu6, prll,... This JX'obIem is compounded by the small Q-value of the reaction

(-315 MeV). The final state does not provide any useful filtration, in fact it makes things worse:

If X:i: is CP-exotic (1-+)-which is the ob;ect of the sewch-then annihilation in liquid H2 only

r;rocilces n.i:)f in the p-wave. which is fLrther sup-essed by the low Q-value. Annihilation in

gaseous H2 allows the n.i:~ s-wave but allows relatively m«e non-exotic backgound channels- leading to the same final state. It seems to me one should stick to the simplest useful final states

-

-

-

-
--

-

which are two stable mesons (n. fl. K) (a" a meson and a photon) recoiling against a third

meson (I" a photon). Fer a list of the quantum numbers available to two meson states see

Table VIII.

The final subject I would like to discuss under the general headng of Voodoo QeD is the

se.-ch for drect channet resonances in pp-annihilation in flig,t. Many yeS's ago Freund and

Rosner gave a straig,tforwCl'd wgumentP3] based on ciJaiity that the existance of Regge

exchange at in high energy pp-scattering requres the existance of a tower of direct channel

resonances in low energy pp-annihifation. In QeD these resonances must be inteflJ"eted as two

quark-two antiquark states. as can be seen from ~ig. 5. There.e many such stateS41] because

there are many ways to couple the spins, colas, flavQ"s and crbitaI quantum numbers of fOt.l"

quns. Also there are many active partial waves in pp even a shat aslance above ttYeshoid.

So the spectrum of direct channel pp-resonances should be dense. FlI1hermore, there is no

reason to expect these resonances to be narrow. These are not the IInm'ow baryoniumll states

which caused much passing excitement in the 1970's; instead they we strongly coupled to the

~p-channet in exactty the same way the ercinery mesons (pf f, ~f"') are s1ron~y coupled to

meson-meson scattering. Exotic color configurations like

ro2f[02r
~e no longer thoug,t to be particula1y stablel42] and don't appear· to couple strongly to pp

anyway. Finally, q2q2_states at a below pp-threshold have no angulS' momentum barrier to

stabilize them. They are best thought of as part of the meson-meson continuum, which they
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influence in more subtle ways. to) -
Table VIII

Quantum numbers of two (nlR'ow) meeon syetems

16.e. 0+- 1+ - 1-. + 0-.- -• •,
cr nOna, n+n- \1')1') * 11no *

KsKs·KR,~ KsKs. KK
0- ~ ~O* ~11·

1+ ¢"t' ~o ~11

1- ~ n+n-,~o '1nO* KK, ~Tl -
KK

nOno, n+,.-. '1'1 ¢m0*
1111° C!)11* -

KSKS)KKJ~ KsKs1 KK
~ <N ~o $11 -
:i+ ~ ¢m0

~'l -
tJJ(f n+n-,4m° 11n~ KK, ~'l -KR
nOno, n+n-, Tl'l ¢m0* 11no ~'l* ...
KsKs.KK,~ KsKs1 KK

4'" ~ tbn° ~'1

·CP-exotic channel

-
It seems that the chaUange to experimentalists is to sat out a rich mix of tx-oad,

overlapping resonances. Several attempts were made to attack this problem in the 1970-s -
using two meson final states to select specific quantum numbers and using both angular

distributions and polarization data to perform amplitude analyses. (+4] The results of these

studies are tantalizing [See Fig. 5]-clearly many pa1ial waves .e active in the region just -
above threshold-but the experiments were limited by ther modest statistics and the goups

-
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locking at cifferent finat states (eg. nOno, n+n-, KK) never completety sated out their differences.

A dedcated lJ"ogam of study of PP- M1M2 at a high luminosity PlTfacility could make a major

contribution to this subject by a<i"oitJy choosing meson-meson channels from the menu of Table

VIII. Some of the states in Table VIII are pwticularty interesting because they select CP-exotics

CK ~ueballs. Notable examples are ~,¢m0, llno. and 4>11.

There is a potential J:X"obiem with this frog-am which must be acki'essed: Even if there

were no true resonances in pp scattering, it is quite likely that the excitation function of each

partial wave would rise and faJl with energy in a way which imitates resonance behavior. This

phenomenon goes by the name of "periph~aJity". The idea is this: PP-+ M1M2 is (:X'obably

dominated by a particular impact parameter. Central collisions yield high multiplicity

annihilation, while large impact parameter collisions yield little annihilation at all. So it is

reasonable to suppose that low multiplicity annihilation comes dominantly from intermediate

impact pcl'ameters, fa example. ~1.4fm. Then the excitation function of a given partial wave

will peak at a center of mass momentum given by

D
~~~b

provided the center of mass momentum in the entrance channel Hip) is not too different from that

of the exit channel (M,M2). As can be seen from Fig. 7, this conation is satisfied fa pp--.. nn In

the J.g+1 channel not hI' above threshold. It should be emphasised that the total aoss section

would be rather structtreless while each pa1ial wave tll"ns on and fades away.

Fatunately there is a straisjltfaward way to cistinguish 1rue resonant behavior from

"peripheraJityH: true resonances factorize-they appear at the same center of mass energy in aU

channels-even thou~ they may be Jl"oduced "peripheraJly", that is, the dominant resonances

a-e those whose mass and angul.. momentum satisfy the condition k~QIb. Peripheral effects

V8ly considerably with meson mass: a given pW'tial wave peaks at a afferent ECM fa nn. n", KK,

etc. So there is considerabte motivation for a systematic study of the PP-+ M1~ reaetton as a

function of energy and meson type.
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